
Key concepts

Bullying Intimidating people and using repeated 
behaviour to cause hurt or harm

Compromise Ending a disagreement or argument  by meeting 
someone half way

Listen Hearing what someone is saying when they are 
talking to you

Carer Someone who has to look after another human 
being when they are not well

Sibling A brother or sister

Manners A way of behaving towards people that is socially 
correct

Communication means of sending or receiving information

Families

Nuclear: The traditional small family of mum, dad and the kids.
Extended: Living with or near grandparents or other relatives.
Single-parent: Living with just one parent from birth or after divorce.
Blended: When 2 families merge, with step-parents or step-brothers etc.

Arguments with parents
You want independence, but they want to keep you safe.
Arguments can be about: Curfew (time to return home or go to bed) How different siblings (brothers 
and sisters) are treated, housework.
Solutions: The need to compromise / negotiate / respect each other The need to see things from the 
other’s point of view Don’t forget: They have legal authority over you till you’re 18!
.

FRIENDSHIP AND BULLYING

What makes a good friend?
Someone who will listen to you, 
can make you laugh, or you can 
trust,
Someone who thinks the same 
as you do about things.

When should you tell on a friend?
To keep them safe, happy or out of big 
trouble.
To protect others, or when you find 
what they have done very wrong.

When you should tell tales 
on a friend
To keep them safe, happy 
or out of big trouble.
To protect others, or when 
you find what they have 
done very wrong.

Should you always agree?
You can’t have the same values 
and thoughts about everything!
It may even be boring if you are 
exactly the same.
But too many different values, 
and it may not be the right 
friend for you.

Types of bullying and stats
Verbal, excluding someone, physical 
(hurting), intimidating (threatening).
70% say they were bullied at school, 
with name-calling the main one.
15-25 suicides a year in England, and 
it’s the main cause of Childline calls.

When “having a laugh” 
becomes bullying
When the victim has made 
it clear they are not happy 
about it.
When it’s 2 or more 
ganging up on one person.

Why people bully
Sometimes they have been 
bullied at home
Low self-esteem, or they feel 
insecure.
A lack of respect for others
The need to appear in control 
of others
People who get bullied are 
often different in some way 

from others.

Things school could do
A bully court, involving  other students 
as judges or lawyers, and interviewing 
the victim, the bully and witnesses.
A firm anti-bullying policy, with 
punishments.
Contact parents

Things friends could do
Tell a teacher or an adult 
you trust what is 
happening.
Show support and 
friendship towards the 
victim 
Things the victim could do:
Call Childline on 0800 1111
Tell an adult the details of 
what has happened, when 
and where.

Team Members
Performer A leader, encouraging others, 

always trying their hardest

Highly effective doer Tries hard does their job well

Less effective doer Tries reasonably hard, 
contributes a little

Potential trouble source Up and down and inconsistent in 
their efforts

Suppressive person Distracts others and messages 
about

RELATING TO OTHERS


